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Introduction  

Document Management System (DMS) is a solution or tools, or methods used to capture, manage, store, 

preserve, deliver and dispose of 'Documents' across the bureau. In this context 'Documents' are any  

knowledge products including office documents, project documents, Guidelines, Training documents, 

manuals, images, graphics, Maps, etc … as well as the new electronic objects such as Web pages, email, 

instant messages, and video. 

The current DMS solutions are web-based platforms that enables bureaus to: 

 Control the creation and authentication of documents 

 Exercise version control where multiple versions of a document are maintained 

 Manage storage of documents in a way that facilitates convenient retrieval of a particular 

document when needed 

 Ensure security and safety of documents with the dual objectives of preventing unauthorized 

access to documents and allowing recovery from physical damage or loss of documents 

 Creates the policy for archiving old documents and disposing them at the end of their life 

Objective of the document  

This document is to describe briefly the major requirements and steps needed to establish electronic 

Document Management System solution (DMS) in any bureau. The document does not include the 

procurement procedure of the hardware and software requirement of the DMS, it only discuss the 

technical steps and requirements. 

Key features of the DMS solution 

The following table shows the key features that the web-based DMS system should have:  

No Sub System Key Functionalities and Features 

1 Capturing  Accept Basic image  and document scanning  

 Accepting electronic documents and other computer based files (eg .doc, docx, 
ppt, pdf, jpg, png…)  

 Metadata embedding  

 Notification of new document addition 

2 Storages  Indexing documents using tags, metadata  
o Option 1: Cloud based file storage integration with the DMS 

allowing content access 24/7 from anywhere with internet access.  
o Option 2: Local server file storage integration with the DMS 

allowing content access from office network or VPN.  
o Option 3: Hybrid file storage system combining the advantage of 

both online and local hosted environments where users can decide 
which files to host online and which ones to keep local.   

 Document management Integration with Drop Box and Google Drive for 
web based document storage 
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3 Version control & 

Editing 

 Auto Document Number and naming to remove the possibility of human error.  

 Workflow and approval which requires an electronic signature by document 
owner or administrator to make changes to a document.  

 Edition, deletion and duplication of documents  

 Audit trail to track document changes by user, date and changes made 
Commenting : user will be allowed to leave a comment for version changes to 
easily help understand the reader what changes were made on the document 

4 Retrieval   Easy, Complex and powerful searching mechanism 

 Search by title, date, tag, file type and other metadata information 

5 Access and Security   User access level assignment and creation  

 Rights management module to allow administrator manage access to 
documents based on type to only certain users or groups of users 

 User log in or Active Directory integration to ensure only authorized users have 
access. 

5 User and 

Administration 

 Maintain each staff detail with access level 

 Email admin with weekly system report 

 Generate document activity report on daily, weekly and monthly basis or 
manually on a date and time chosen by the admin 

 Authentication 

 Authorization 

 Permission control and secure administration of resources 

6 Mobile Accessibility   Responsive interface development to accommodate access from handheld 
devices like mobile phones, tablets and tablets. 

7 Notification and 

Reminder 

 Simple document due date reminder allowing users to set due date for 
document submission for example proposals submission date. 

 Notify administrator and user when a change is made on a document the user 
is following or working on. 

 

Technical Requirements of the DMS Solution 

The DMS solution is an IT driven solution that enhances the knowledge creation, capturing, storing, 

sharing and utilization. As any software solution, it requires hardware, software and network 

infrastructure this section describes the technical requirements and steps in acquiring DMS solution for 

any bureau. 

 Hardware Requirement  

The DMS system designed and implemented based on the client-server software architecture it requires 

the following hardware: 

1. Server Computer/machine 

 In a technical sense, a server is a software program, or the computer on which that program runs, that 

provides a specific kind of service to client software running on the same computer or other computers 

on a network.  The client-server model is an architecture that divides processing between clients and 
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servers that can run on the same machine or on different machines on the same network. It is a major 

element of modern operating system and network design. 

The client provides the user interface, such as a GUI (graphical user interface), and performs some or all 

of the processing on requests it makes from the server, which maintains the data and processes the 

requests. 

The dedicated machine that runs the server sofware is known as the Server Computer, and it has higher 

capacity and performance than the client computers.  

The capacity or performance of the server computer mainly depends on the number of concurrent 

clients/users access to the server and the type of server applications that runs in it.  

The DMS solution runs the following server applications 

 Web server - is a server software that can satisfy World Wide Web client requests. It stores files 

related to web sites and serves (i.e., sends) them across the Internet to clients (i.e., web 

browsers) when requested by a user over HTTP and several other related protocols.  The most 

popular web servers are Apache, Tomcat  and the Microsoft licensed webserver  IIS   

 Database server - is a computer software that provides other computers with services related to 

accessing and retrieving data from a database. The most common database server management 

engines are MySQL, Postgre, Oracle and MS-SQL 

 DMS Application server - An application server runs applications for clients, usually contains the 

GUIs of the system 

 File server- is software that is dedicated to storing files and making them accessible for reading 

and writing to clients (i.e., users) across a network 

Separate dedicated server computers can be assigned for the above server application of the DMS solution 

in a LAN, however in most cases these are installed and configured in a single server computer with high 

capacity and performance and minimizes the cost of investment and management of the server 

computers.  

For instance if there are 5000 users/staffs in a bureau that are expected to access the server for DMS 

usage at the same time, the RAM (Random Access Memory) of the single dedicated server should be 32GB 

or more and number of CPU should be 8 or more. Acceptable technical specification of the server 

computer is attached in the annex below. 

As the DMS solution becomes operational within the bureau and across the bureau online via internet, 

the bureau should plan to acquire additional server computer that can be used as redundant server for 

reliability of the solution and can be used also as backup server for the documents and files stored in the 

primary server   

 

2. Server Accessories  

The server computer needs the following software and accessories for proper functioning with in the 

bureau. This document also considers for those bureaus that do not have standard Data Center or Server 

Room 

Server operating System  - also called a server OS, is an operating system specifically designed to run on 

servers, which are specialized computers that operate within a client/server architecture to serve the 

requests of client computers on the network. The DMS solution can run on Microsoft server operating 

systems (MS- Windows Server 2016 OS) or it can run also with the open source operating systems such as 
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Ubuntu because the solution in implemented suing the open source technologies and tools, shown in the 

next section. 

Antivirus software- Symantec (Norton) or Kaspersky or any antivirus software that has server based 

solution 

Server Rack- a fully enclosed, secure server cabinets range in size from 20 U to 42U server rack, which has 

air ventilator for the server computer  

Dedicated Server Room - A server room is a room, usually air-conditioned, devoted to the continuous 

operation of computer servers. An entire building or station devoted to this purpose is a data center 

UPS – Rack mountable power UPS ranges from 10k watt depending the IT devices attached to the UPS. 

Power Divider – for sharing the electric power among devices  

 Network infrastructure Requirement  

The DMS solution is a web based system that requires network infrastructure with in the bureau. The 

bureau should have a local area network (LAN) with in the office. The LAN connects the DMS server, the 

client computers with in the bureau and other network devices (switches, routers, Internet modems). The 

internet modem connects the office LAN to the internet cloud so that clients outside the bureau can 

access and use the system.  

The bureau should have a broadband internet subscription for the internet service provider (ISP). The 

bandwidth or speed of the internet should be 8MB or above depending on the number staffs in the 

bureau.  

The bureau should get a public IP address from the ISP in order to access the DMS solution via internet. 

The following figure shows sample network infrastructure of any given bureau. 

 

Fig 1. Sample DMS Infrastructure  
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DMS Software 

To develop DMS software within the bureau, the development process should follow the well-defined 

Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) or methodology that ensures the scalability and sustainability of 

the system. This SDLC incorporates the Analysis and Design Methodology called Object Oriented Analysis 

and Design (OOAD) together with modern approaches of system development like prototyping and Rapid 

Application Development during requirement determination. Generally, it incorporates the following 

major tasks (as shown in the figure below): 
1. Scoping and planning 

2. Analysis and requirement definition 

3. System Design (screen designing and Sequencing) 

4. System implementation  

5. System integration 

6. Project management and testing 

7. Training of both professional and end-users 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig2. Software Development Life Cycle 

 

The SDLC is an incremental and iterative cycle that ensures the requirements of the bureau are addressed 

at ever phases of the development process. 

Having the major tasks/phases of the SDLC specified above, the development of the DMS software can 

proceed in the following four phases which is driven by the requirements of the system as well as the 

bureau. 

Phase 1: Requirement Definition and Systemization 
- Preliminary study and findings with the key system users (bureau staff) 

- Form Software Development Team with members from  

o Software Developer Company  
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o Key staffs from the bureau- IT Directorate, Planning and Program Directorate, 

Communication Directorate (if any) 

o Involved Project support (if any) 

- Conduct initial discussions with the project staff on the objective and scope of the DMS system 
and training to the staff on the systems  

- Undertake desk review of basic project documents, office documents including project 
proposal, semi-annual report and project baseline survey, 

- Systemizing it in an integrated and organized manner 
- Collect and adopt major data collection techniques and reporting formats 
- Prepare draft report 
- Finalize the draft report based on the further discussions with the bureau staff (system users) 

 

Output: Draft Requirement definition and analysis report  

 

Phase 2:  Modeling the requirements and Database design 

- Design the overall architecture of the system based on the key requirement of the problem 
- Detail structure of the system in a standard fashion (primarily based on Object-Oriented 

model /COM model) 
- Design of the database using the relational data design and OOD design patterns 
- Design of  User interface, based on the data entry templates 
- Submit the design document in a draft form; the contents will be discussed  with the key 

bureau staff 
- The system study will also consider various technology setups (LAN based, WAN based) for 

the system. 
 

OUTPUT: Technical design report/document  

 

Phase 3:   Deployment and Implementation  

- The system (software) will be coded  or customized as per the design specification agreed 
with the relevant stakeholders of the system after successful completion of the first and 
second phases in standard manner 

- Implement the software (define tables, define procedures, queries, etc) 
- Sufficient online and context sensitive help facilities will be part of the system 
- Carry out tests on the developed system which includes the following sub-tasks 

o Develop a test strategy 
o Test the developed system 

- Perform necessary alterations and corrections on the computer programs depending upon 
the results of the test 
 

OUTPUT: The web-based DMS software (the necessary Front-end applications for different functions of 

the system), integrated with all the necessary database back ends. 
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Phase 4:   Post -Implementation activities 

- Supervise Document collection from the existing soft copy files and paper based files on a 
form which simplifies entry of data into the new computerized system which includes the 
following sub-tasks: 
o Prepare template forms used to collect existing document 
o Draw a data collection procedure  
o Supervise the document collection process with designated supervisory staff of the 

organization 
- Organize, train and supervise a data entry team (bureau staff) to enter all the operating data 

as collected above 
o Determine document entry techniques, select staff, train on document entry  
o Supervise the document entry process with designated supervisory staff of the 

organization and solve any problems that may arise during this process. 
- Install and configure the system in the bureau dedicated DMS server computer 
- Demonstration of the DMS system to the bureau key staff and management bodies (including 

project staffs involved) 
- Provide End- user training to the bureau staffs and well as technical training to the IT staffs of 

the bureau. 
 

OUTPUT: Packaged system in a CD, User Training manual to assist users training  

 

Benefits of DMS solution 

This is section answers what are major benefits of the DMS solution, by investing the above list of 

requirements. Well the advantage of having operational electronic DMS, leads to the effective Knowledge 

Management (KM) in the bureau. KM has four main processes these are: 

 Discovery - is the development/creation of new knowledge 

 Capture -  is the process of retrieving the knowledge 

 Sharing – communication of knowledge between people 

 Application – contribution to organizational performance.  

Having a DMS solution in a bureau can facilitate the knowledge capture and sharing process in way which 

leads to the effective application of knowledge in the bureau. This improves the overall performance as 

well as the productivity of the bureau. 

Below listed some of the major benefits of the DMS solution 
1. Document/file repository 

Web-based/cloud-based document management systems serve as a central repository for all bureau’s 

important documents that can subsequently be accessed, viewed, changed and shared with colleagues. 

No more wasting hours upon hours of precious time frantically looking through stacks of folders to find a 

single document. 

2. Document/content security 
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When documents are not managed, the possibility of important information being exposed to the wrong 

people is considerable. Vital, sensitive information falling into the wrong hands can bring irreversible 

damage to the bureau. Document management solutions let you safeguard confidential bureau’s 

information through rigorous security policies and role-based access control (RBAC) where authorized 

users alone are allowed to view certain files or documents. 

In the case of disasters like fire or flooding, the DMS solution can be configured to have backups in cloud-

based DMS ensures the bureau’s business-critical data are kept intact. 

3. Anytime, anywhere access 

As is the case with, web-based DMS affords users or staff of the bureau the ability to access files and 

documents anywhere, anytime, regardless of device used, which is particularly handy when collaborating 

on projects with team members who are on the go or located remotely. In a ways they can simulate 

anywhere office as far as there is connectivity. 

4. Integration with third-party software 

The DMS solution has the capability of integration with other software so that sharing and collaboration 

of documents made easier. For example, the DMS can integrate with the bureaus email system so that 

email attachments directly saved on the DMS securely and accessed and used appropriately.  

5. Better organization 

Bureau’s Project Documents, office documents and other knowledge products organized or classified 

based on two classification. One using the mutually exclusive classification called Taxon and with non-

mutually exclusive classification tags, categories, subcategories, and metadata to mark the files and 

documents, they become easier to organize, locate, and retrieve for future use. A search using the 

appropriate keywords can yield results in a matter of seconds. 

6. Time/cost efficiency 

The time required to Retrieve and utilize documents by the bureau’s employee significantly reduced in 

the presence of the electronic DMS solution. Saving time means also saving the cost and improves the 

efficiency of the employees. 

 7. Document/File sharing 

With DMS, users/staff get to share and collaborate on files and documents with colleagues, regardless of 

their location. They control who they share documents with, and files can be shared through links, 

published on the web or sent as password-protected files to third-party stakeholders. With the audit trail 

functionality, they know who has viewed or edited certain files or documents, also critical when 

unearthing process errors and inefficiencies. 
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Annex one.  Technical specification for Server Computer Hardware 
Requirement  

 

SN. Server Hardware  Detail Specification Quantity 

1 Brand Preferably HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen 
10 Server 

  

2 Processor family • Intel® Xeon® E5-2600 v3 product 
family  
• Intel® Xeon® E5-2600 v4 product 
family 

 Or recent tech. 

  

3 Number of processors Minimum 2 processors 2 

4 Processor core greater or equal 12   

5 Processor speed 2.5 GHZ to 3.5GHZ   

6 Memory (RAM) - 64GB HP 16GB 2Rx4 PC4-2133P-R 3 4 

7 Hard Disk 16TB   

8 RIAD Level RAID 5 level configuration   

9 Detail Relevant specs  HP 500W FS HP POWER SUPPLY , 
ply Kit HP Universal Media Bay  
bay kit 
 HP SATA DVD-RW  
it 
Test and configuration  
of server config 1 

  

   
  

Server Required Software   

1 Operating System Microsoft Windows Server 2016 R2 
Datacenter Edition or latest 

  

2 Antivirus , Server Based Server Edition, preferabely 
Symantec  with the ---- client 
license 
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Additional Accessories Items - For Data center 

3 17 inch LCD Monitor any acceptable brand  1 

4 Mouse USB 1 

5 Keyboard Standard  1 

6 Server Rack 22 U 1 

Server Installation and Configuration spec 
 

1 RAID Configuration RAID 5 
 

2 Operating System Microsoft Windows Server 2016 R2 
Standard Edition 

 

3 Virutal Server requirement 2 
 

4 Server Roles  Web Service (IIS), DNS, Application 
server, Remote Access,… on 
demand during use of the server 

 

    

After Sale Service Maintenance Supprt 
 

1 Maintenance support  for 
hardware 

  
 

2 Maintenance support  for 
Software and configuration 

  
 

    

 

 


